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Abstract

The paper introduces fine-grain clockgating schemes
for fused multiply-add-type floating-point units (FPU). The
clockgating is based on instruction type, precision and
operand values. The presented schemes focus on reducing
the power at peak performance, where each FPU stage is
used in nearly every cycle and conventional schemes have
little impact on the power comsumption. Depending on the
instruction mix, the schemes allow to turn off 18% to 74%
of the register bits. Even for the worst case instruction 18%
to 37% of the FPU are shut down depending on the data
patterns.

Keywords: clockgating, power reduction, fused
multiply-add, floating-point hardware, IEEE 754 Standard

1. Introduction

In the new floating-point standard IEEE 754-2008 [8]
fused multiply-add (FMA) A·C+B is introduced as manda-
tory operation. The product is computed at full precision;
rounding only gets applied when adding together product
and addend. The first FMA-type floating-point unit (FPU)
was introduced in 1990 [11] and since then many designs
have been described in the literature [6, 9, 10, 12, 15]. The
main focus of all those design was to make the FPUs faster,
but very little has been said about how to make such an FPU
power-efficient.

In the last decade, the power consumption and the ef-
fort for cooling the processors and computer systems have
become a major issue. In the embedded market and game-
console market, designers are fighting for every milli-Watt
[16], and in the server business a big focus is put on green IT
[7]. Even supercomputers are not just ranked by their FPU
performance; the top-500 lists now also takes the power-
efficiency into account [5, 17].

The most common way for saving power is to shut-down

pieces of the hardware when they are not used. An effec-
tive approach for a pipelined design is to clockgate regis-
ter stages that are idle [16]. This paper describes how this
mechanism can be applied to an FMA-type FPU, and that
it is possible to shut down parts of the FPU even when the
system is running at peak FPU performance.

After an overview of the structure of an FMA-type
FPU (Section 1.1) and introducing the concept of clockgat-
ing (Section 1.2), we show how the standard clockgating
schemes can be applied to such an FPU and which aspects
need to be considered. We then introduce new clockgating
schemes into FMA-type FPUs, as used in recent products.
Those schemes are instruction based, precision based, and
data based clockgating; Sections 2, 3 and 4 describe them in
detail. For each of the schemes it is shown what percentage
of the FPU can be shut down.

1.1. FMA Type Floating-point Unit

Figure 1 illustrates the basic structure of a state-of-the-
art, 6-cycle FMA-type FPU. The aligner, multiplier, adder,
normalizer and rounder mainly operate on the mantissa of
the operands. The exponent and sign information is pro-
cessed in the exponent dataflow, which also holds the FPU
control.

The operand registers hold the operands; they also in-
clude logic for pre-processing the operands, such as un-
packing the operands into sign, exponent and mantissa.
The multiplier computes the partial products for A·C and
compresses them into two product vectors. In parallel, the
aligner aligns the mantissa of the addend to that of the prod-
uct; this requires very wide shifts. The adder then computes
the sum or absolute difference of the two product vectors
and of the aligned addend. It also determines the num-
ber of leading zeros in the adder result using leading-zero-
anticipator logic (LZA). The normalizer then shifts out the
leading zeros and the rounder rounds the intermediate result
to the required precision.

As described in [14], it suffices to use an aligned addend
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Figure 1. Basic floating-point pipeline

and intermediate results which are 3 times as wide as the
precision of the operands plus a few extra bits. For double-
precision operands, the product padded with two bits at ei-
ther side for rounding is 110 bits wide, and the aligned ad-
dend with its 163 bits sticks out 53 bits to the left of the
product (Figure 2). In order to save hardware, an adder
is used for the trailing 110 bits and an incrementer for the
leading 53 bits. Both include recomplement logic for sub-
traction. The leading-zero-anticipator is only needed for the
trailing 110 bits. The position of a leading one in the incre-
menter part can be derived from the aligner shift amount.

00 00

Incrementer

aligned addend 

53 bits

Adder

110 bits

product

Figure 2. Adder split for a double-precision
dataflow

Apart from FMA-type operations which include A·C+B
and derivates like A·C-B and -A·C+B, FMA-type FPUs
support various other floating-point instruction types, such
as add, multiply, converts between integer and floating-
point formats, compare operations, minimum and maxi-
mum function, and moves with potential sign manipulation.
It also provides support for divide and square root. In some
implementations, the FPU is also used for integer multiply
and multiply-add operations.

In order to keep the FPU design simple and small, all
these instructions are mapped onto the FMA dataflow and

are executed as FMA with some corrections. Multiply A·C,
for example, can be executed as A·C+0, and a subtract A-B
can be executed as A·1-B. For the converts, the product ex-
ponent is forced to a special value and a correction is ap-
plied to the least-significant input bits of the adder. Estimate
instructions need special hardware such as tables and reuse
only small parts of the FMA pipeline. Divide and square
root operations can be implemented as a series of estimates
and FMA operations.

Multiple floating-point precisions are supported using an
internal data format which is at least as wide as the largest
supported precision. Input data are unpacked into the inter-
nal format; the result is rounded and packed into the desired
result format. The packing and unpacking is independent
of the executed instruction type. Thus, converts between
different floating-point precisions can be treated as normal-
izing moves.

1.2. Clockgating Concept

To reduce the switching power of the FPU, the number of
transtitions needs to be reduced. An extensive description of
techniques to avoid unnecessary transitions, concentrating
on glitch reduction, is given in [13]. For a highly pipelined
design like the FPU presented in this paper, the registers
between the logic stages prevent glitches to propagate into
the next cycle and limit total glitch power. This paper uses
clockgating in order to reduce the number of transitions and
glitches.

As opposed to the approach described in [18] where each
flipflop can be clockgated individually, the FPU described
in this paper uses registers that consists of multiple flipflops
and a local clock buffer (LCB). The LCB has a local clock
output, shared by all connected flipflops. Disabling a reg-
ister can be done by gating the clock signal in the LCB, as
described in [16]. A conceptual view of the LCB, together
with a functional timing diagram, is given in Figure 3. It
is assumed here that the registers are triggered by the rising
clock edge.

When the clock enable signal is 1, the global clock is
propagated into the local clock net; when the enable signal
is 0, the local clock stops switching. It is important that the
clock enable signal is stable when the global clock signal is
low, to avoid glitches in the local clock net.

Clockgating reduces the power in three ways. First, re-
ducing the clock activity will save power since the switch-
ing of the global clock net does not propagate into the local
clock nets. Second, the local clock is quiet and the register
content does not change; that saves the switching power of
the register bits. Third, since the content of the register is
unchanged, there is no switching at the outputs of the regis-
ter. Hence, the switching factor in the subsequent pipeline
stage will be zero.
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For each circuit of a design, power simulation tools can
measure the switching power as a function of data switching
factor on its data inputs (SF) and clock activity. Table 1 lists
the switching power data for the 2-cycle aligner circuit of
the presented FPU design; the estimated leakage power for
the aligner contributes an additional 12 mW.

Clock Activity
SF 0% 25% 50% 75% 100%

0 % 0.24 2.14 4.03 5.92 7.81
10 % 1.67 7.54 13.41 19.28 25.15
20 % 3.10 12.95 22.80 32.65 42.50
30 % 4.53 18.35 32.18 46.01 59.84
40 % 5.95 23.76 41.57 59.38 77.19
50 % 7.38 29.17 50.95 72.74 94.53

Table 1. Switching power (mW) as function of
clock activity and switching factor for an FPU
component

For this aligner circuit, there is a switching power re-
duction by more than a factor of 300 between worst and
best case. Within each row and column an order of mag-
nitude can be gained. Even if there is no switching at the
inputs (SF=0), clockgating can reduce the switching power
by about a factor 30. With high clock activity, the reduced
switching factor still contributes to a substantial power sav-
ing.

Assuming peak performance, i.e., every stage of the FPU
is used in every cycle and an optimistic switching factor
of 30%, the switching power is five times larger than the
leakage power. This indicates that adding additional logic
can be a net power reduction if it enables to significantly
increase the clockgating.

The sum of all registers controlled by the same clock-
gating function is called clock domain. Each LCB only ac-

cepts a single clockgate signal. In other words, all register
bits connected to the same LCB are in the same clock do-
main. Hence, increasing the number of clock domains leads
to an increasing number of LCBs. Since LCBs use a signif-
icant amount of power, the power improvement by splitting
a clock domain has to exceed the penalty introduced by the
additional LCB. For the state-of-the-art CMOS SOI tech-
nology that is used here, a clock domain should contain at
least 8 to 10 register bits.

Timing puts another constraint to clockgating. As shown
in Figure 3, the clock enable signals for the LCB have to be
stable before the clock signal drops, to avoid glitches on
the local clock net. The circuits computing the clockgating
signals therefore have to be kept simple or use signals which
are precomputed in the previous cycle.

The power consumption depends not only on the imple-
mented clockgating scheme, but also on the data switching,
chip technology and register type. For the sake of simplic-
ity, in this paper we use the number of clocked register bits
as a measure for switching power.

1.3. Clockgating Schemes

Clockgating schemes used in previous designs include
unit based clockgating [4] and stage based clock gating [1].
Unit based clockgating turns off the functional units that
do not execute any instruction and stage based clockgating
turns off the pipeline stages that do not hold a valid instruc-
tion.

Unit based clockgating [4] is targeted at functional units
consisting of several sub-units like integer units consisting
of adder, shifter, and logic unit. In an FMA-type FPU, all
instructions use the same basic datapath. Hence, with such
a coarse-grain clockgating scheme, the whole FPU is either
turned on or off and FPU switching power is only saved
when no FPU instruction is in flight.

Stage based clockgating [1] is a refinement of the pre-
vious scheme. Rather than whole units it activates each
pipeline stage separately; only stages with valid instruction
are active. This can also be applied to an FMA-type FPU,
and then saves power for idle FPU cycles.

This paper focuses on reducing the power of heavily used
FMA-type FPUs, where each FPU stage is used in nearly
every cycle. In this scenario even stage based clockgating
has little impact on the FPU power consumption. We there-
fore introduce three new clockgating schemes that are im-
plemented in addition to stage based clockgating.

Instruction based clockgating [2] extends the idea of unit
based clockgating. For this, we partition the FPU datapath
into blocks that can be turned off independently. The bor-
ders of the blocks are chosen carefully such that no side ef-
fects are introduced. The details of instruction based clock-
gating are discussed in Section 2.
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In addition to the instruction type, the precision of the
inputs and the outputs of an instruction can be used to re-
duce power. In a design that supports single and double
precision, some blocks, e.g., parts of the multiplier, are
not needed to compute single-precision results. Turning off
blocks based on the precision of inputs or outputs is called
precision based clockgating (Section 3).

Section 4 describes data based clockgating [2]. In ad-
dition to the instruction type, this clockgating scheme also
looks at the input data to predict which parts of the unit will
not have any impact on the result and can be turned off.

2. Instruction Based Clockgating

For instruction based clockgating, the FPU is carefully
partitioned into blocks that can be turned off indepen-
dently. Some clockgating opportunities only arise if addi-
tional logic is introduced. In these cases the cost of the new
logic has to be balanced with the power reductions gained
by clockgating.

2.1. Multiplier Bypass

In high-frequency FPU designs, the multiplier is divided
in two or more pipeline stages. That requires a lot of staging
registers to store intermediate partial products and partial
sums. In the presented 6-cycle FPU, the intermediate mul-
tiplier registers plus the operand register for multiplicand C
account for over 25% of all register bits.

Add-type instructions, for example, only use the multi-
plier to pass the A operand to the adder inputs by computing
A·1. This wastes a lot of power.

In order to turn off the intermediate registers of the mul-
tiplier, a multiplier bypass [3] is added to the FPU pipeline
(Figure 4). This bypass can be used to either pass the frac-
tion of A to the multiplier result or force the multiplier re-
sult to zero while the multiplier itself is clockgated. Since
add-type instructions are not rare, the opportunity to disable
about 25% of the registers bits leads to a considerable net
power saving.

2.2. Fixed-Point Result Bypass

The instructions returning integer results, like float-to-
integer converts and integer multiply-add, require a signif-
icantly different post-processing of the intermediate adder
result compared to instructions with floating-point results.
Instead of normalization and rounding, the integer results
require saturation. For timing reasons it is advantageous to
create separate datapaths for the two result types and merge
the results in the final packing step (Figure 5). Any given
instruction uses only one of the datapaths and clockgates

9:2

6:2
0

1

sum carry

0bypass_mul

9:2

BoothBoothBooth

9:2

A fraction C fraction

Figure 4. Multiplier bypass

the other. In addition, the LZA which controls the normal-
izer shift amount can be clockgated for fixed-point results.
Normalizer and LZA account for 6% of the registers and the
fixed-point result logic for 2%.

0 1bypass_fx

result

Rounder

Normalizer Saturation

LZA Adder

Figure 5. Fixed-point result bypass

2.3. Partial Adder Bypass

The logic used for the addition of product and addend
is split into an adder and an incrementer circuit (see figure
1). Some instruction types need only one of these circuits.
Move-type instructions, for example, need no addition at
all; they can use the incrementer to pass the operand down
to the next pipeline stages. On the other hand, instructions
using the fixed-point result bypass, only need the output of
the adder; the incrementer part is not needed.

In order to save power it is therefore advantageous to ac-
tivate the adder (20% of the total register bits) and the incre-
menter (about 5% of the total register bits) independently.
The only interaction between these circuits is the carry bit
from the adder to the incrementer. Hence, the incrementer
can be turned off without impacting the adder. In order to
turn off the adder and use only the incrementer, the carry
needs to be forced to a desired value. Also, instructions
with floating-point results must ensure that the normalizer
does not read data from a disabled adder or incrementer.
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For instructions which do not need the adder, the multi-
plier and the LZA can also be turned off. These three clock
domains together account for 49% of the FPU.

2.4. Clock Domains

Table 2 lists all clock domains needed for the instruction
based clockgating and the percentage of the overall register
bits that belong to these domains. Figure 6 depicts the FPU
dataflow with the main clock domains.

Name % Description

EC 22.5 Exponent, control, and result register
FA 1.6 A operand fraction
FB 1.6 B operand fraction
MR 25.3 Multiplier intermediate register
MB 1.7 Multiplier bypass
AL 1.8 Aligner staging register
AC 2.4 Aligner control
AD 20.2 Adder (including input register)
LZ 3.4 Leading zero counter
IN 5.4 Incrementer (including input register)
NR 2.6 Normalizer
FX 2.0 Fixed point result logic
NN 3.6 A and C operand (NaN) forwarding
ES 5.9 Reciprocal estimate logic

Table 2. FPU clock domains

The domain EC contains all exponent and control logic
as well as the result registers. This domain is active for
all instructions. Dividing the exponent or control logic into
multiple clock domains would lead to very small clock do-
mains per cycle. This would increase the overall power due
to the added LCBs.

The fractions of the A and the B operand have separate
clock domains (FA and FB). These domains are only ac-
tive for instructions that use the respective operand. The
C operand is only used for multiply-add type operations.
Since these instructions always activate the multiplier, the
fraction of the C operand is merged with the domain for the
reduction tree of the multiplier (MR). As discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1, the multiplier further contains a clock domain MB
for the multiplier bypass.

The aligner contains several clock domains. AL contains
the staging register for the fraction and AC contains the con-
trol logic used for the shift amount computation and special
case detection. This logic is not needed if the aligner is only
used to stage the B operand. The aligner output registers are
in a separate domain.

The adder and incrementer domains (AD and IN) con-
tain also the input registers to the respective circuits, i.e.,
the output registers of aligner and multiplier. The registers

of the leading-zero-anticipator in the adder have their own
clock domain LZ, since some instructions use the adder but
not the LZA. The normalizer and the fixed-point result by-
pass (Section 2.2) are contained in the clock domains NR
respectively FX.

Finally, there are two clock domains for special func-
tions. The domain NN is used to stage the A or C operand
for NaN forwarding and to stage the A operand of a min-
imum/maximum operation. The special logic for estimate
instructions is summarized in the ES domain.

resultflags

AD

AD LZ

LZ

NR

IN

IN

FAFB

IN AD

EC

EC

EC

EC

EC

EC

EC

AL MR

AD

EC

MR

FX

operand Aoperand B operand Cinstruction

Figure 6. FPU dataflow with clock domains

2.5. Evaluation

Table 3 lists for each instruction type the clock domains
which have to be activated. The instruction types are sorted
by decreasing number of active registers.

Since the pipeline is primarily designed for floating-
point multiply-add (fma) operations, it is no surprise that
almost all clock domains are active for these instructions.
Only the multiplier bypass MB and fixed-point-result by-
pass FX can be disabled, as well as the domain ES contain-
ing dedicated hardware for estimate instructions.

Note that every instruction that can propagate an input
NaN needs the IN domain. This applies to each instruction
with floating point operands and a floating point result. The
NN domain is required in addition if the instruction has an
A or C operand (fma, mul, add).

Floating-point multiply (mul) operations compute
A·C+0 and have no B-operand. It is executed like a
multiply-add, but since the addend is zero, the FB operand
domain and the aligner domains AL and AC can be dis-
abled. The aligner output register in domain AD is forced
to zero.
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EC FA FB MR MB AL AC AD LZ IN NR FX NN ES Σ(%)

fma × × × × × × × × × × × 90.4
mul × × × × × × × × 84.6
int-muladd × × × × × × × × 76.7
add × × × × × × × × × × × 66.8
round-to-int × × × × × × × × 63.5
int-to-float × × × × × × 52.1
float-to-int × × × × × × 50.5
estimate × × × × × × × 42.2
min/max × × × × × × × 39.1
move × × × × × 33.9
compare × × × 25.7

Size (%) 22.5 1.6 1.6 25.3 1.7 1.8 2.4 20.2 3.4 5.4 2.6 2.0 3.6 5.9

Table 3. Impact of instruction based clockgating

Fixed-point multiply-add (int-muladd) operations are ex-
ecuted similar to floating-point multiply-add instructions,
with the difference that their result is a fixed-point number.
As described in Section 2.2, the fixed-point result bypass
(FX) is used instead of the regular floating-point result path
(IN, LZ, NR).

Floating-point add-type operations (add) compute A+B
or A-B. Instead of setting C to 1.0 and executing a multiply-
add operation A·C+B, the multiplier domain MR is disabled
and the multiplier bypass MB is used (Section 2.1).

The convert, estimate and move instructions only have a
B-operand. Thus, all domains driven by the A or C operand
can be disabled; that are the domains FA, MR, MB and NN.
For the converts and moves, the route through the datapath
depends on the datatype (int vs float) of operand and result.
The estimate instructions, delivering an approximate value
for 1/B or 1/

√
B, are executed on the dedicated datapath

ES.
Mininum and maximum instructions (min/max) use the

NaN propagation datapath in domain NN to stage the A
operand. After a selection is made between A or B, the
instruction is executed like a move instruction.

For performance reasons, compare instructions are exe-
cuted by an integer comparator connected to the outputs of
the operand A and B registers. With that special hardware,
the compare result is available after 2 cycles rather than af-
ter 6 cycles when using a floating-point subtraction opera-
tion. The compare operation only uses the control domain
EC and the operand registers FA and FB.

3. Precision Based Clockgating

The presented FPU pipeline supports double-precision
(DP) and single-precision (SP) floating-point operations.
Internally, all inputs are extended to a format with sign, 13-
bit exponent, integer bit and 52-bit fraction.

If the result of an instruction is an SP number the least
significant bits of the adder and normalizer result are only
used for the sticky bit computation. The sticky bit of the
lower adder half is computed by the LZA. The sticky bit of
the lower normalizer bits is pre-computed during the nor-
malization for timing reasons. Hence, in case of an SP re-
sult, the lower half of the adder and normalizer result must
not be computed. The latches only used to compute the
lower result halfs can be clockgated. Note that this does
not include the latches needed for the carry network of the
adder.

When converting SP inputs to the internal format, the
least significant bits of the operands are set to zeros. Hence,
the 9:2 reduction tree of the multiplier that uses the least
significant bits of the C operand computes 0·A = 0. In-
stead of computing this with the reduction tree, the output
of this tree is forced to zero and the intermediate registers
are turned off.

Since the lower half of the multiplier result is zero for SP
inputs, it is possible to compute the sticky bit of the lower
half of the adder result already in the aligner. This would
allow to clockgate the lower part of the aligner output to the
adder as well as the lower part of the LZA (which account
for approximately 3.4% of the latches). This optimization
would need modifications to the aligner sticky logic and the
adder carry tree and was not implemented in the design.

Table 4 lists the clock domains that need to be activated
for floating-point multiply-add instructions with different
precision. The clock domains MR, AD and NR are divided
into subdomains HI and LO, where the domain HI contains
the registers that are needed by any precision and LO con-
tains the registers that are only needed for double-precision
operations. The table indicates that precison based clock-
gating reduces the number of clocked register bits for SP
instructions by up to 11.9%.

The precision based clockgating in the multiplier can
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MR AD NR Saving
HI LO HI LO HI LO (%)

DP × × × × × × 0.0
SP × × × -11.9

Size (%) 17.4 7.9 17.2 3.0 1.6 1.0

Table 4. Precision based clockgating for fma

also be used for fixed-point multiply-add instructions. As-
suming that the fixed-point inputs are at most 32 bits wide,
the multiplication of two inputs can be done without using
the third 9:2 reduction tree. This reduces the clock activity
of fixed-point multiply-add instructions by 7.9%.

4. Data Based Clockgating

In a double-precision, FMA-type FPU, the mantissa of
the intermediate data is up to 163 bits wide. For floating-
point instructions like multiply-add, multiply, and add, it
depends on the operand values whether the full 163-bit
wide intermediate data are needed or whether the operation
can do with portions of the data vectors. This section de-
tails how to detect these data dependent cases early in the
pipeline and how this can be used to reduce the number of
clocked registers.

4.1. Special Inputs

If one of the inputs of an arithmetic operation is a NaN or
infinity, the result of the operation is computed using logic
in the incrementer and the NaN forwarding logic in the NN
domain. The normalizer is forced to select the output of the
incrementer. If none of the operands is a NaN or infinity, the
NN domain, accounting for 3.6% of the register bits, can be
clockgated.

The logic in the NN domain is not needed if at least one
operand is infinity but no operand is a NaN. However, dif-
ferentiating infinities from NaNs requires a zero check on
the fraction, whereas detecting NaN or infinity just requires
an all-one check of the exponent. Turning off the NN do-
main for infinity-only operands would therefore increase
the timing pressure on the activate signal for the NN do-
main. Since this case is assumed to be rare, it is not consid-
ered worthwhile; NaN and infinity cases are treated alike.
For these cases, adder and leading-zero-anticipator can be
gated; that are the domains AD and LZ which account for
about 24% of the register bits.

A multiply-add instruction where either the A or C
operand is zero is treated like a move and the correspond-
ing instruction based clockgating is applied. Otherwise, if
the B operand is zero, the instruction is treated as a multi-
ply. Similar optimizations apply for the multiply and add

instruction types.
Detection of zero operands requires nearly the whole

first cycle, unless this information is already stored in the
register file. The presented FPU has no special information
in the register file. Thus, the zero operand information is too
late for controlling the gating of the first cycle aligner and
multiplier domains AL and MR. In case of zero product,
adder and LZA are turned off (24% register bits), whereas
for zero addend the incrementer domain is gated (5% regis-
ter bits).

4.2. Operand Alignment

If all inputs are finite, non-zero numbers, the aligner
shifts the addend fraction based on the exponent difference
of addend and product. The aligned addend, which is the
result of this alignment shift, is partitioned into an incre-
menter part which is sent to the incrementer and an adder
part which is sent to the adder (Figure 2).

The width of the aligned addend is limited to 163 bits by
special handling of the big shift amounts. If the addend is
shifted out on the right, all bits shifted out are collected in
an aligner sticky bit. If the addend is shifted out on the left,
the shift amount is ignored and the addend is forced into the
incrementer part of the aligned addend [14].

Based on the position of the input addend within the
aligned addend, we distinguish three cases: inconly, ad-
donly, and overlap (Figure 7). The case where the whole
addend is placed in the incrementer part of the aligned ad-
dend is called inconly. Addonly denotes the case where
the input addend is fully contained in the adder part and
the aligner sticky bit. The remaining case is called overlap.
The case information is available in the middle of the sec-
ond cycle, just in time for controlling the clockgating of the
incrementer and adder inputs.

Incrementer Adder

addends
aligned

input addend

inconly

overlap

addonly

Figure 7. Alignment Cases

In the addonly case, the incrementer part of the aligned
addend consists of all zeros. Thus, the incrementer part of
the addend does not contribute to the sum or absolute differ-
ence of product and aligned addend. The normalizer only
needs to consider the adder output and normalize it based
on the information provided by the leading-zero-anticipator.
For this case, the incrementer domain IN can be turned off.
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In the inconly case, the addend is much larger than the
product. The final result is either addend B or B ± ulp, de-
pending on the effective operation, on the rounding mode,
and whether the product is non-zero. The adder part is only
needed to provide the carry to the incrementer and to com-
pute the sticky information for rounding. Since the adder
part of the aligned addend consists of all zeros, the sticky
bit is one in case of a non-zero product, i.e., if neither A
nor C is zero. On the other hand, a carry from the adder
to the incrementer is only produced in case of an effective
subtraction with a zero product. Hence, both signals can be
derived directly from the operands without using the adder
or multiplier result. Thus, in the inconly case, adder and
LZA can be turned off.

In the overlap case, both the incrementer and the adder
are needed. However, since the leading one of the result is in
the incrementer part, the normalizer shift amount is derived
from the aligner shift amount; the leading zero count of the
adder result is not needed. The normalizer shift amount is
at most 53, and therefore the lower half of the adder only
contributes to the sticky bit (similar to SP results described
in section 3). The sticky bit information can be provided by
the lower half of the leading-zero-anticipator logic. Thus,
the lower half of the adder result computation (excluding
the carry tree which impacts the upper half) and the upper
half of the LZA can be turned off.

Table 5 summarizes the impact of data based clockgating
for a double-precision multiply-add instruction. Both the
adder domain AD and the leading zero anticipator domain
LZ are split up in a upper half HI and a lower half LO. In the
overlap case, data based clockgating reduces the number of
clocked registers by 8.3%. In the inconly case, data based
clockgating reduces the number of clocked registers even
by 27.2%.

AD LZ IN NN Saving
HI LO HI LO (%)

overlap × × × -8.3
addonly × × × × -9.0
inconly × -27.2

Size (%) 17.2 3.0 1.7 1.7 5.4 3.6

Table 5. Data based clockgating for DP fma

5. Conclusion

Traditional clockgating approaches reduce FPU power
consumption if no instructions are executed, or at best, re-
duce the power consumption for the idle cycles between
subsequent instructions. In numerical applications with
highly optimized floating-point routines these traditional
clockgating schemes are not efficient for the FPU. We have

developed new clockgating schemes that address exactly
this scenario, i.e., they save power even if the FPU executes
an instruction every cycle. The schemes clockgate parts of
the FPU based on instruction type, precision, and operand
values.

Table 6 lists for every instruction type and precision the
minimum and maximum percentage of register bits that are
enabled if the three clockgating schemes are applied. The
percentage of active register bits is a good indication for the
switching power.

SP DP
min max min max

fma 54.3 73.2 63.2 82.1
mul 52.1 63.7 61.0 75.6
int-muladd 68.8
add 38.6 57.5 39.6 58.5
round-to-int 35.3 54.2 36.3 55.2
int-to-float 51.1 52.1
float-to-int 30.3 50.5 30.3 50.5
estimate 34.2 36.3 34.2 36.3
min/max 38.1 39.1
move 32.9 33.9
compare 25.7

Table 6. Clock activation (in %)

The table indicates that executing a workload in single-
precision (SP) instead of double-precision (DP) reduces the
clock activity by up to 9%. It further shows that for com-
pare operations 74% of the register bits can be disabled.
Floating-point additions can clockgate at least 41% of the
register bits and floating-point multiply instructions at least
24%. Even double-precision floating-point multiply-adds,
which are the most energy consuming instructions, can shut
off between 18% and 27% of the register bits. For these in-
structions, between 8% and 17% are disabled by data based
clockgating; the remaining 10% are disabled by instruction
based clockgating.

Note that for area and power efficient designs, it is bet-
ter to avoid extra hardware rather than to clockgate it. The
goal is therefore to map all instructions efficiently on the
FMA dataflow. The fact that only 10% of all register bits
are never used for DP FMA operations is an indicator for
the efficiency of the overall FPU design. In our case, extra
hardware was spent for the estimate dataflow, fixed-point
saturation logic, and the multiplier bypass. The latter was
introduced since it allows add-type instructions to disable
25% of the FPU.

Even in such an optimized FPU design, our clockgating
schemes significantly reduce the switching power.
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